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MISSION STATEMENT
Thank you for your interest in this “Beyond the Laboratory Manual”. With this manual you
are stepping outside the traditional academic laboratory with the understanding that the world
itself is one big playground. Within this natural environment, and with a bit of innovation, we
can find the heart of chemistry using everyday household materials. You will find this to be
an enjoyable adventure. As with any adventure, there will be challenges. However, you will
find these challenges to be well-placed. In tackling these challenges, you will be rewarded
with a deeper understanding of how things work. Ultimately, this adventure will nurture your
innate love-of-learning while also helping you to grow as an individual.
The path of this adventure is full of technical skills you will need to master. These include:
• Following reporting procedures used by scientists. This includes writing in the third
person.
• Being able to identify independent, dependent, and controlled variables.
• Writing appropriate If/Then hypotheses.
• Articulating how each activity relates to daily living and is connected to the concepts
presented in the class. You should be able to do this in both verbal and written forms.
• Creating data tables and graphs, as well as using your cell phone to import images and
other media into a text/pdf document.
• Formulating a conclusion to each investigation and suggesting ways to create similar
experiments with different variables.
By following this manual you will
• Use “every-day” items, kitchen supplies, office supplies, readily available through local
stores.
• See that chemistry is all around us, impossible to avoid but also easy to enjoy.
• Be engaged by simple but effective “hands on activities” many of which you will be
building from scratch.
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CYCLIC GUIDED INQUIRY
“Free inquiry” is a method of learning where the students are provided no direction—
they are free to make discoveries on their own. But should we expect every student to
derive the concept of chemical bonding on their own? Of course not. The frontiers of
science have accelerated forward over the past couple centuries primarily because
scientists have learned to work together and to make use of what is already known.
Science is very much a community endeavor.
Opposite from free inquiry is the traditional cookbook experiment. Add “A” to “B” and
sure enough you’ll get “C”. Just do it and you’ll see it’s true. The advantage here is that
there’s a strong guarantee for “success”. However, if the experiment fails then that means
you did something wrong, not that something was wrong with the experiment. This is
hardly in the spirit of exploration.
In the middle ground between these two extremes is what we call “guided inquiry”. This
is where just enough information is given to the student to provide the excitement of free
inquiry while also keeping the student on track so that learning is efficient. This manual
covers this full spectrum, moving from full free inquiry to cookbook as appropriate, but
with an overall emphasis on the middle ground of guided inquiry.
Further, this guided inquiry is presented in a “cyclic” approach. Each experiment begins
with the student researching a specific idea as presented in the accompanying Conceptual
Chemistry textbook and also through online resources. After summarizing the main ideas
of this search in writing or aloud, the student is then guided through a hands-on activity
in which the chemistry is explored. To show the application of this chemistry, the
students draws or downloads an image, which is also described in writing or aloud. To
complete the cycle, the student takes the next and most creative step of devising a related
experiment in the spirit of an approach closer to free inquiry.

AN IMPORTANT WORD ON SAFETY
Common sense is one of the best safety measures when working in the laboratory. It’s
this common sense that tells you not to have a paper towel next to a burning flame. It’s
common sense that tells you to wear safety glasses when advised and to exercise caution
when working with hot materials. Hooray for common sense, which is at its best when
the lab technician is alert and awake, as opposed to tired and sleepy.
We have done our best to make all the labs in this manual very safe to perform. You are
responsible, however, for maintaining your common sense so as to avoid harm to
yourself and others. In fact, working with others is also a good a safety measure. That
way you have some one there to hold you accountable and to offer help as needed.
Further, having a lab partner makes the lab activity all the more fun. We highly
recommend you work with others whenever possible. This may be a classmate, a friend
or relative.
Eye protection? Yes. Always. But there are several labs where we feel it important to
reemphasize the need for eye protection. Here is the icon and message that you will see:
Safety First: Our skin is like a shield protecting us in many ways. Yet there is one place
your body lacks the protection of skin. This is your eyes! That’s why it is so important to
wear eye protection when in the presence of harmful chemicals (like in this lab) or flying
debris (like when weed whacking the lawn). For this activity, it is imperative that you
wear eye protection. We also encourage you to wear nitrile examination gloves to help
protect the skin on your hands. Plus you’ll also look really cool. So include a picture of
yourself in your scientist-looking outfit. Makes sense? Good. So, please STOP. And do
not proceed until you have put Safety First as evidenced by your eye-protected scientist
selfie:

Your eye-protected scientist selfie
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MATERIALS LIST
You will be performing investigations that have been created using household items,
most of which you should already have available. But just to be sure, and to show you
what we mean, below is a list of all the items and materials you will need. For anything
that’s missing, a one-stop shop should suffice.

2-liter bottle (emptied
and washed)
9-volt battery
Agave syrup
Baker’s yeast
Baking soda.
Bleach
Blue food dye
Bowl
Brown sugar
Bucket
Cardboard box
Coffee filter
Cooking pot
Dice
Dimes
Dirt (neighorhood)
Drinking glasses (clear)
Drinking straw (clear
and compostable
preferable),
Flashlight
Food coloring
(optional),
Freezer
Gas burner
Glass jars or bottles
Glass pitcher
Grape-flavor drink
powder
Graph paper

Ground cinnamon
Hot pads
Hydrogen peroxide (3%)
Index card,
Iodized salt
Kitchen blender
Kitchen pot (large with
curved lid)
Latex balloon (or vinyl
if allergic to latex)
Long pliers or tongs
Maple syrup
Marker pen
Measuring cup
Metal bowl (small)
Milk of magnesia
(colorless if possible)
Mixing spoon
Nail polish remover
(either acetone-based or
ethyl acetate-based)
Nickels
Oatmeal (either from a
packet, or from raw
oats)
Paper (legal size)
Paper (white)
Pencil
Polarized sunglasses,
Quarters
Red cabbage

Rubber balloon
Safety glasses
Salt
Scissors
Spray paint (two colors)
Starch (either laundry
starch, or soluble starch,
or boiled potato broth)
Steamer tray (foldable)
Steel wool.
Stopwatch/timer
Strainer (or piece of
cloth)
Styrofoam (a cup,
packing peanuts, food
container, etc.)
Sugar (white)
Sugar cubes (box
quantity)
Table salt
Thermometer
Thin cardboard (glossy)
Vinegar
Voltmeter (optional)
Water
Whole milk
Wires (alligator clips
preferred)
Yogurt (plain and
cheap),
Zip tie (optional)

FORMAL LAB REPORTS
Each of the experiments in this manual is self-contained. The student prints out the lab and
writes, draws, tabulates, graphs, and/or affixes images to these very pages. . . or does this all
electronically. A lab, once worked upon, however, sets the stage for taking it to the next level
of creating a formal laboratory report. How many formal lab reports the student is to produce
is at the discretion of the course instructor. The aim is to help the student become familiar
with how to write a formal lab report. But not to minimize any potential enthusiasm for the
lab activity itself, we recommend that the majority of labs be reported informally using the
forms available within this manual. We find that a minimum of two formal lab reports is
usually sufficient. Below is some general guidance on the formatting of a formal lab report.
Of course, everything should be written in third person.
TITLE: Aside from describing the nature of the experiment, the title may include reference
to the dependent and independent variables.
PURPOSE: This will include an action verb, such as: to determine, to verify, to quantitate,
to explore. For example, “The purpose of this lab is to determine the relationship between
________ (the independent variable) and __________ (the dependent variable).
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Include any relevant information and equations from
the textbook, online, or other references. This portion of the report may end up being several
paragraphs long. It will illustrate a connection between the material in the book and daily life.
This is similar to a literature review in a typical scientific study. Basically, explain what
information is already known and how this is the basis of your hypothesis.
HYPOTHESIS: A scientific hypothesis is a testable educated guess as to what might happen
or what might be the result of certain experimentation. The hypothesis should be written as
an “If/Then Statement”. It should sound something like this, “If the _________ (independent
variable) is ________ [increased or decreased (you choose)], then the __________
(dependent variable) should __________ [increase or decrease (you choose)] in a
__________ (linear, exponential, logarithmic, unpredictable/scattered) fashion. The best
scientific hypotheses are clear cut and easily tested. Avoid saying “I think that…” or “I
believe that…”
MATERIALS: List all chemicals, equipment, and supplies needed to complete the activity.
PROCEDURE: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for the lab investigation. Read
through this lab manual’s procedure and then think carefully about any variations you may
have performed. Then write down your overall procedure in your own words. The better your
procedure, the easier it will be for others to replicate your steps. Avoid the use “I”, “me”,
“we”, or “our” when describing the procedure. Your sentences can be bulleted, numbered, or
written in paragraph form, but first person pronouns are to be avoided. Be sure to include the

independent variables, dependent variables, and controlled variables. Your procedure should
include a labeled drawing of the set up. You must also include SAFETY PRECAUTIONS,
which is very important.
DATA TABLE: Any data collected during the lab such as drawings, measurements, data
tables, charts, etc. Please note, each Data Table should have a title.
GRAPH: Be sure to label the axes with the units. Pay careful attention to the significant
figures you use in your measurements—they should reflect the precision of the instruments
you used, no more, no less. You must include a line or curve of best fit. If you do not know
what this means, please watch a YouTube video on “line of best fit”. Do not simply connect
the dots. Again for emphasis: Do NOT simply connect the dots!
DATA ANALYSIS: This section is also known as “Show Your Work”. Here is where you
show how you performed the mathematics of your experiment. Be sure to include units in
your measurements. For example, this may be where you find the slope of a line for your
graph as well as the equation of the line IF the relationship between the dots is in fact a line.
CONCLUSION: This is a series of paragraphs written with correct grammar that answers
the following questions in complete sentences. Use formal academic language, which means
sticking to third person pronouns whenever possible.
• What was the independent variable?
• What was the dependent variable?
• What were the controlled variables?
• Did you achieve your purpose?
• What was the relationship between variables?
• How accurate was your hypothesis?
• Why was the hypothesis was correct/incorrect?
• What events in the experiment were expected?
• What events in the experiment were not expected?
• What human error occurred (i.e. measurement errors, significant digit errors, mathematics
errors, etc)?
• What equipment error occurred (i.e. friction, air resistance, improper calibration, broken
equipment, etc)?
• How could the lab be improved?
• How could this lab apply to physics in the real world?
• What similar experiment could be done next to further study this phenomenon?
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EXPERIMENT 1

Chilling Extrapolation
CHAPTER 2: Measuring Absolute Zero
Purpose: To measure the coldest temperature possible.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief
descriptions of the following concepts: Heat, temperature, Charles’ Law, absolute zero,
Kelvin scale.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: There is a minimum temperature possible.
Materials: Rubber balloon, water, bucket, bowl, measuring cup, thermometer, freezer,
graph paper.
Discussion: Under most conditions of constant pressure, the volume of a gas is
proportional to the absolute temperature of the gas. As the temperature of a gas under
constant pressure increases or decreases, the volume increases or decreases, in direct
proportion to the change of absolute temperature. If this relationship remained valid all
the way to absolute zero, the volume of the gas would shrink to zero there. This doesn’t
happen in practice because all gases liquefy when they get cold enough. Also, the finite
size of molecules prevents liquids or solids from contracting to zero volume (which
would imply infinite density). In this experiment, you will discover that you can find out
how cold absolute zero is even though you can’t get close to that temperature. You will
cool a volume of air and make a graph of its temperature-volume relation. Then you will
extrapolate the graph to zero volume to predict the temperature, in degrees Celsius, of
absolute zero.
Procedure: You are to measure the volume of a rubber balloon at room temperature and
then again at a below freezing temperature. By extrapolating this data on a graph you will
be able to estimate the temperature of absolute zero.
Step 1: Inflate a balloon large enough to fit within a medium-sized bucket. Fill the bucket
with room temperature water to the brim and set it within a bowl. Slowly submerge the
balloon into the bucket collecting all the displaced water in the bowl. Measure the
volume of displaced water in liters. Measure the room temperature in degrees Celsius.

Step 2: Place the balloon into the freezer for a couple
hours where under colder temperatures it will shrink.
Step 3: Fill the bucket with iceless ice-cold water.
Submerge the cold balloon into the ice-cold water and
measure the volume of water displaced as well as the
temperature of your freezer.
Data Table 1
Balloon volume

Balloon temperature

warm
cold

Step 4: Plot the data on a graph of volume on the y-axis and temperature on a wider x-axis
with a range from -400°C to +100°C. Then draw a straight line extrapolating these points to
the x-intercept. Or, consider using the equation y = mx + b to find the x-intercept
Include a picture of your performing some aspect this activity:

Conclusion: Write up a conclusion from your experience with this activity:

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of
concepts explored in this experiment through a photo or drawing. Then explain this
application in your own words. Consider a hot air balloon or scuba diving.

INQUIRE
Your Turn — Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from the first round of this
experiment to create and perform a related experiment of your own design. For example,
how might you improve the accuracy of this experiment? Consider hot water rather than
room temperature water.

Title: _______________________________________________________________
Purpose: ____________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies, equipment, and supplies you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment into
this lab report	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

EXPERIMENT 2
The Wind Is Blowing
CHAPTER 2: Gas Laws
Purpose: To explore how flow changes gas pressure.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief descriptions of
the following concepts: Gas, pressure, wind, Bernoulli’s principle.

Citations:

A word about Bernoulli’s principle: Bernoulli’s principle is spelled out quite nicely by higher
level mathematics. The conceptual explanations for the bizarre effects of Bernoulli’s principle,
however, can get rather complicated. What follows is a bit of an oversimplification, but for our
purposes, close enough!
Any fluid is made of tiny particles (atoms and molecules) that can move about in random
directions. When the fluid as a whole flows in a particular direction, all the tumbling particles
themselves start moving in that same direction. Relative to themselves, there is still plenty of
random motion among the particles. But relative to a stationary container in contact with that
flowing fluid, suddenly all the particles are glancing off of the surface of that container at an
angle. This decreases the strength of the particle’s impact against the surface, which translates to
a decrease in pressure.
Consider a gas within a pipe. While not flowing, the randomly moving gas molecules whack
against the insides of the pipe. This creates a pressure against the insides of the pipe. If instead
the gas is moving through the pipe, this favors gas particles hitting the insides of the pipe at an
angle, which means a weaker impact. The pressure experienced by the pipe is therefore less.
Interestingly, the faster the gas flows, the lower this pressure.
Now consider an airplane wing. The curve shaped wing is designed so that air necessarily travels
over the top surface of the wing faster than it does under the bottom surface. While the airplane
moves, this means that the downward pressure on the top side of the wing is LESS than the
upward pressure on the bottom side of the wing. This results in a net push upward, called lift,
which allows the heavier than air airplane to fly. Hooray for Bernoulli’s principle!
There are many applications of Bernoulli’s principle, which you’ll find occur whenever a fluid is
flowing.

GUIDE
Hypothesis: A flowing gas can pull water up a straw or the roof off of a house.
Materials: Cup, water, drinking straw (clear and compostable preferable), scissors, index card,
food coloring (optional), white paper (optional).
Introduction: Industrial paint sprayers are interesting pieces of engineering. Without any direct
power supply, they can spray paint to color your walls, cabinets, or anything else. All that is
needed is gas pressurized to flow through an open hose past a tube that dips into a can of paint.
This air flow pulls the paint out of the can, through the tube and out the front nozzle.
The upward “pull” that the paint feels is due to Bernoulli’s principle. This is the same principle
that explains how hurricanes can pull roofs off of houses. The flow of gas across a surface or
opening decreases the pressure the gas pushes on that surface/opening. The greater the flow, the
less the pressure. This can create a difference in pressures between two different places, which in
turn can make things move. For the paint sprayer, the paint moves up the tube. For a house in a
hurricane, the roof is blown off (ouch!).
Procedure A: Fill a cup about
3/4 full of water. Cut off about
1/4 to 1/3 of the straw,
creating two straws of
different lengths. Place the
short straw vertically into the
water and hold with one hand.
Using your other hand, place
the long straw horizontally
against the top opening of the
vertical straw. Blow hard
through the horizontal straw.
(The horizontal straw may need adjusting up or down against the vertical one before water
comes out). Make note of what is happening to the water in the vertical straw. If you’d like, put
some food coloring into the water to make it more visible. Additionally, you can have a partner
hold a sheet of paper 30 – 40 cm in front of the end of the setup to be “painted”.
Insert a photo or photos showing evidence that you made your setup correctly:

Procedure B: To simulate what
happens in a hurricane, place an index
card over your empty (and dry) cup.
Using your straw, blow hard
horizontally above the index card. The
card may tend to blow sideways off the
cup, so place your free hand on the
opposite side of the card to gently hold
it in place. As you blow over the card,
does the card bend downward or
upward? Make note of what happens to
the index card.

Data: Write down all of your observations about the water sprayer and the index card below:

Fill in the Blank:
A _____________ flow of air _____________ gas pressure. The _____________ the flow, the
_____________ the pressure. This can create a _____________ between two pressures, resulting
in a _____________ of paint through a sprayer or roof from a house.

Word choices:
pull

less
decreases

horizontal

greater

difference

Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about Bernoulli’s principle, spray guns, and
hurricanes:

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of concepts
explored in this experiment through a photo or a drawing. Then explain this application in your
own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn – Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from this first round of this experiment
to create and perform a related activity of your own design. For example, what happens if you
lengthen the vertical straw? What happens if you change the direction slightly of the horizontal
straw? What is a loop paper airplane, and how does it work? What happens when you hold the
back side of a spoon to a stream of water from your kitchen faucet?
Title: ________________________________________________________________________
Purpose: _____________________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies and equipment you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment into this lab
report.

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry about the nature of gas pressure.

EXPERIMENT 3
Don’t Let The Pressure Get To You
CHAPTER 2: Gas Pressure
Purpose: To explore how gasses create pressure.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief descriptions of
the following concepts: Gas, pressure, atmospheric pressure.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: A balloon can be inflated without blowing into it, and it can stay blown up without
tying a knot at the end of it.
Materials: A latex balloon (or vinyl if allergic to latex), a clear 2-liter bottle (emptied and
washed), scissors or a razor blade, zip tie (optional), vinegar, steel wool.
Introduction: We’ve all blown up a balloon. With each breath, the balloon gets bigger and
bigger. Because the balloon is made of a rubber material, which is stretchy, the balloon can
expand and contract according to how much gas we put in it. The size that it settles on results
from the amount of pressure that is pushing outward on the inside of the balloon, along with the
amount of pressure that is pushing inward on the outside of the balloon. When the two pressures
equal each other, the size of the balloon remains stable.
So, there are two different pressures involved in inflating a balloon: the internal pressure and
external pressure. We can potentially blow up a balloon by reducing the external pressure while
keeping the internal pressure the same. Let’s try!
Procedure A: Using the scissors or razor blade,
carefully cut a penny-sized hole at the bottom of
the 2-liter bottle. It doesn’t need to be perfect,
but must be a good size to put your mouth and
thumb over.
Push the balloon inside the mouth at the top of
the bottle, and wrap the open end around the
outside of the mouth. This way, the balloon
itself is inside the bottle, but is open to the
outside of the bottle. If the open end of the
balloon is too loose on the mouth of the bottle,
you can use a zip tie to firmly attach it them
together.

Right now, the pressure inside the balloon is the same
as the pressure of the room, since there is nothing
obstructing gas from going in and out of the balloon.
Also, the pressure in the bottle is the same pressure as
the room because the hole at the bottom of the bottle is
open, allowing air to flow in and out of the bottle. As
such, the shape and size of the balloon is open but
relaxed.

Insert a photo or photos showing evidence that you made your setup correctly:

Place your mouth over the hole at the bottom of the bottle. Begin sucking air out of the bottle
using small, short sucking motions. If you try to suck out the air too quickly, the bottle may
begin to collapse. Make note of what is happening to the balloon.
After taking a sufficient amount of air out of the bottle, quickly take your mouth off of the hole
and replace it with your thumb, so that the air doesn’t flow back into the bottle. Make a note of
the balloon. Remember that it is still open at the end. Think about the pressures inside and
outside of the balloon as you are performing this experiment.

Data: Record your observations about the balloon for Procedure A:

Procedure B: There’s another way to remove the air from the bottle, and that’s with chemistry!
Add a handful of steel wool that you wetted with vinegar into another bottle (with no hole poked
into it). A smaller 1 liter or 500 mL bottle works well. Attach an inverted balloon as you did in
Procedure A then set it aside for a few days to a week. As the steel rusts, it reacts with (and
absorbs) the oxygen from the air within the bottle. As the oxygen gas is removed, guess what
happens to the pressure within the bottle? What is your evidence?

Data: Record your observations about the balloon and the bottle for Procedure B:

Fill in the Blank:
A balloon will grow to a certain size until the _____________ of air on the inside and outside are
_____________. Usually, a balloon is blown up by increasing the pressure _____________ the
balloon, while keeping the pressure _____________ the balloon constant. The same effect can be
created by decreasing the pressure _____________ the balloon, while keeping the pressure
_____________ the balloon constant. The only thing that matters when blowing up a balloon is
the _____________ of pressures.
Word choices:
pressure

equal

difference

inside

Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about gas pressure:

outside

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of concepts
explored in this experiment through a photo or a drawing. Then explain this application in your
own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn – Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from this first round of this experiment
to create and perform a related activity of your own design. For example, stretch some plastic
wrap over the mouth of the bottle instead of a balloon. What effect does temperature have on the
size of a blown up balloon? Why would a glass bottle be more effective in Procedure B?
Title: ________________________________________________________________________
Purpose: _____________________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies and equipment you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment into this lab
report.

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry about the nature of gas pressure.

EXPERIMENT 4
There Is Nothing So Stable as Change
CHAPTER 3: Chemical and Physical Changes
Purpose: To explore physical and chemical properties and changes of different
materials.
Please Note: This activity requires safety glasses to protect your eyes.
SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief descriptions of
the following concepts: Physical properties, chemical properties, physical change, and chemical
change.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: Our senses can help indicate whether a substance has gone through a physical or
chemical change.
Materials: Styrofoam (a cup, packing peanuts, food container, etc. white if possible.), nail polish
remover (either acetone-based or ethyl acetate-based. Colorless if possible.), Yogurt (plain and
cheap), whole milk, iodized salt, vinegar, 3% hydrogen peroxide, starch (either laundry starch, or
soluble starch, or boiled potato broth).
Introduction: One of the most fundamental things that chemists look at is how substances
change. All substances will change when put in a different set of circumstances, and
understanding those changes and being able to predict changes in new circumstances is rather
important.
For example, your car can only work within a certain temperature range. Below this temperature,
the liquids in your engine begin to freeze – making it so that gasoline can’t get into the engine to
burn. Further, the oil that helps lubricate all of the moving parts can’t work right. At high
temperatures, some of the liquids begin to boil – creating gas pressure in your system, which is
designed to work with these materials as liquids. In order to expand the range of working
temperature of your car, engineers have developed a temperature regulation system in your car
that works on ethylene glycol (typically called antifreeze). Ethylene glycol has a very high
boiling point and a very cold freezing point, which helps keep the engine running at extreme
temperatures.
Freezing and boiling are examples of physical changes – changes that affect the physical
properties of the substance, but don’t change the chemical makeup of the substance. Chemists
are very interested in chemical changes as well – changes that affect the chemical makeup of the
substance. This includes things like oxidizing, like when the metal of your car is exposed to
oxygen and begins to rust. The rusted part of your car is now chemically different than the metal
that it began with. This resulted from a chemical change.
In this activity you will look at examples of physical and chemical changes. You will explore
different ways that we are able to tell whether a change is physical or chemical.

Safety First: Our skin is like a shield protecting us in many ways. Yet there is one place your
body lacks the protection of skin. This is your eyes! That’s why it is so important to wear eye
protection when in the presence of harmful chemicals (like in this lab) or flying debris (like when
weed whacking the lawn). For this activity, it is imperative that you wear eye protection. We also
encourage you to wear nitrile examination gloves to help protect the skin on your hands. Plus
you’ll also look really cool. So include a picture of yourself in your scientist-looking outfit.
Makes sense? Good. So, please STOP. And do not proceed until you have put Safety First as
evidenced by your eye-protected scientist selfie:

Your eye-protected scientist selfie

Procedure A: In a small non-plastic cup, pour enough nail polish to fill 1/3 of the cup.
Beginning with a small amount, drop some Styrofoam (which is foamed polystyrene) into the
nail polish. Make a note in the Data section of any observations. Keep adding more Styrofoam
into the solution and making observations. With larger amounts of Styrofoam, does the solution
stay clear? What is the white “goop” that forms? Take out some of the goop with a spoon or
knife and let it dry on the a plate. How does this solid compare with the original Styrofoam?
Make observations about this solid including its color, flexibility, gloss, etc.
Some chemistry: Even though the Styrofoam seems to change a lot when you drop it in the nail
polish remover, this is actually an example of a physical change. The substance looks different,
but you still have the same chemical, which is the polystyrene. The acetone or the ethyl acetate in
the nail polish remover works as a solvent to dissolve the Styrofoam. This is similar to sugar
dissolving in water. The sugar still tastes exactly like it did before it was dissolved, but now it
looks different. When the Styrofoam dissolves, all of the little air bubbles in the “foam” are
released., so it no longer looks like a foam. But you still have the polystyrene. When you pulled
the polystyrene out of the solution and let it dry, it retained physical properties, such as color,
but was more dense without the foamy air pockets.

Data: Record your observations from Procedure A. Include photos or illustrations.

In the following procedures, we will look at ways we can sense that a chemical change has
occurred.
Procedure B: Make Kefir! (pronounced: kəә-FEER). This is a traditional fermented milk drink
known for its probiotic properties. Fill a clean glass jar two-thirds full with whole milk. Drink a
few sips and make a note in the Data section of the taste, along with any other observation
including thickness, color, smell, etc. Then add a large spoonful of plain yogurt to the milk and
stir. Cover the milk/yogurt mixture and let it sit at room temperature overnight. In the morning,
make a note in the Data section of the taste of the mixture, along with any changes in other
properties, including thickness, color, smell, etc.
Some chemistry: Which is more sour: the whole milk or the kefir? Milk contains a sugar called
lactose, which is a mild sugar compared to table sugar, but it does impart a slightly sweet taste
in normal milk. When you add yogurt to the milk, you are introducing bacteria from the yogurt,
which, among other things, will turn the lactose into lactic acid. Lactic acid is sour, and has a
much stronger taste than the lactose. The bacteria is also good at breaking down some of the
protein structure in the milk to turn it into yogurt. Even after one night of the reaction, you may
have seen that the mixture is thicker than the milk was. Given enough time, the whole mixture
will become yogurt. Changes in taste typically only happen during chemical changes. Why?
Because new chemicals are being formed and our senses are detecting these new chemicals–like
lactose to lactic acid.

Data: Record your observations from Procedure B. Include photos or illustrations.

Procedure C: You’ll be converting iodine ions, I-, in iodized salt into iodine molecules, I2. The
iodine ions are one type of material. The iodine molecules are a completely different type of
material with different properties. The change, therefore, is chemical.
Step 1: First we need way to detect the iodine molecules as they form. A property of iodine
molecules is that, in solution, they bind to starch to form a dark blue complex. You may have
powdered starch in your cupboard, but consider making a solution of starch by boiling a diced
potato to softness. The broth will be laden with the starch you need to detect iodine molecules.
Step 2: Add 4 tablespoons of iodized salt to a large glass. Add 2 cups of water and stir well.
Some of the salt and silica desiccants will not dissolve, but the iodide ions will dissolve nicely.
Pour the saturated salt solution equally into two identical clear glasses. To each, add a tablespoon
of white distilled vinegar, which helps to catalyze the reaction. To one glass, add a tablespoon of
potato broth or a teaspoon of powdered starch. Stir the contents of both glasses being careful not
to cross-contaminate.
Step 3: Now you’re ready to start the reaction. Only one glass, however, has the starch indictor to
let you know when the iodine molecules form. The other serves as a reference. Mark which glass
is which. Then add 2 tablespoons of fresh 3% hydrogen peroxide to each. Stir once. Then watch
and wait for up to 30 minutes. For dramatic effect, shine a flashlight into the glass. Record your

observations including the time it takes for anything unusual to happen. Problem solve the
situation if nothing happens within 30 minutes.
Step 4: Without stirring, add starch to the reference solution. Watch and wait. Record your
observations. Then stir the solution. Record your observation. If you see the blue color disappear
upon stirring, suggest an explanation.
Data: Record your observations from Procedure C. Include photos or illustrations.

Fill in the Blank:
A _____________ property describes the attributes of a substance, such as color, phase, and
density. A _____________ property is the tendency of a substance to change into another
substance by way of a reorganization of atoms. That very process of atoms reconnecting in a new
manner is called a _____________ change. A _____________ change means that the same
atoms are connected in the same way, but the material appears different than it was before
because of a different set of conditions, such as a change in temperature.

Word choices (you may use any word more than once):
physical

chemical

Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about physical and chemical changes.

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of concepts
explored in this experiment through a photo or a drawing. Then explain this application in your
own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn – Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from this first round of this experiment
to create and perform a related activity of your own design. What other signs indicate a chemical
change? What is the difference between putting baking soda in water compared to vinegar? What
if hot water were used in Procedure C? Would the iodine reaction run faster, slower, or the
same? What if you used twice the amount of hydrogen peroxide?
Title: ________________________________________________________________________
Purpose: _____________________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies and equipment you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment into this lab
report.

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry about the nature of physical and
chemical changes

EXPERIMENT 5

Hidden Treasure
CHAPTER 4: Subatomic Particles
Purpose: To demonstrate Rutherford’s Gold-Foil Experiment.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief
descriptions of the following concepts: Atomic nucleus, electron, proton, neutron.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: You need not see, touch, hear, smell, nor taste something to be able to make
a measurement of that something.
Materials: Quarters, nickels, dimes, glossy thin cardboard, scissors, marker, cardboard
box, paper (legal size).
Procedure: Rutherford discovered the atomic nucleus by shooting tiny alpha particles at
a sheet of super-thin gold foil. He expected the alpha particles to plow right through the
gold foil, given the assumption that the atoms are diffuse. Indeed, most of the particles
past right through the foil, but a small percentage were deflected or even bounced
backward as though they hit something tiny but solid, which he eventually discovered to
be the atomic nucleus. This activity is a simulation of that now classic experiment.
Step 1 Build the apparatus
Carefully tape four legal size pieces of paper side-by-side so that the seams are minimal
when the paper is flipped over with the taped side down. Mark off an area 6 inches wide
as shown in the photo.

With rulers, block off an alley 12 inches across and randomly distribute 6 quarters within
the marked area. You’ll be shooting lightweight cardboard “hockey pucks” down this
alley through the coin-containing marked area. Each hockey puck represents an alpha
particle. Each quarter represents the atomic nucleus within the gold foil.

The best “hockey pucks” are circles about the size of a dime cut out from thin cardboard
with one side that’s glossy (such as from a cereal box). As you shoot these hockey pucks
you’ll want the glossy side down for a better glide. Also, it’s important that the cardboard
be as flat as possible. Be careful not to bend. About 12 hockey pucks should suffice. If
you happen to have Tiddlywinks wafers, these work exceedingly well.

Lastly, a cardboard box should be placed above the gold foil area to prevent the shooter
from knowing where the nuclei are located.

Step 2 Assign Roles
This activity can be done with one person; but two, three, or four people working
together helps to speed things up.
The Shooter
Randomly shoots the pucks through the “gold foil”. Each puck must be shot with
sufficient kinetic energy to make it through the foil. Shots that fall short of their
potential destination should not be counted.
The Randomizer
Periodically shuffles the coins with the eraser end of a pencil (or two). The coins
should never be bunched together because that would be a poor representation of how
atoms tend to organize. The Randomizer also returns pucks stuck within the “foil”
back to the Shooter.
The Receiver
Counts the number of pucks that completely make it through the gold foil.
The Recorder
Records the number of legitimate shots taken by the Shooter as well as the final count
of the Receiver. Has the ultimate say as to whether a shot is legitimate. A puck stuck
within the foil can count as a shot, provided it had decent kinetic energy upon
launching.

Step 3 Run the Trials
For a complete trial, you’ll need to have achieved 100 legitimate shots. You’ll have at
least three trials (That’s 300 shots!). One trial with six quarters randomly placed within
the “foil”. Another trial with six nickels. Then a third with six dimes.
But at first, ONLY PERFORM TWO OF THE TRIALS. Your choice as to which coins
you use for these two trials. You’ll record your data and then plot that data on a graph.
You’ll then use that graph to predict the data for the third coin. You’ll then run a trial on
that third coin to see how good your prediction was.
Data Table 1
Quarters

Pass-Throughs

Shots Taken

Percentage

Diameter of Coin
(mm)

Nickels

Dimes

For your first two trials, plot “Percentage” on the y-axis and “Diameter of Coin” on the xaxis. Label your axes carefully so as to maximize the amount of graph space used. You
need not have the origin labeled as 0,0. Look carefully at your two data points and draw a
circle about the size of your puck where you might expect the third data point to fall.

After predicting where the third data point might fall, conduct your third trial. The main
point here is that without touching that third coin, you have a realistic “shot” of
measuring its diameter.

Conclusion: Use the following questions as a guide to write a conclusion.
• What events in the experiment were expected?
• What events in the experiment were not expected?
• What human error occurred?
• What equipment error?
• What changes to the equipment and procedure would you suggest?
• What did you learn?

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of
concepts explored in this experiment through a photo or drawing. Then explain this
application in your own words. Consider epidemiology and political pollsters.

INQUIRE
Your Turn — Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from the first round of this
experiment to create and perform a related experiment of your own design. For example,
consider small round magnets for nuclei and BB’s as alpha particles to measure the
magnetic field strength. Or estimating the size and location of a single lump of clay
hidden underneath the box.
Title: _______________________________________________________________
Purpose: ____________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies, equipment, and supplies you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment into
this lab report	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry about the technique of
Rutherford’s gold foil experiment.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

EXPERIMENT 6
Your Sweet Half-Life
CHAPTER 5: Radioactive Half Life
Purpose: To simulate radioactive half-life with a set of colored cubes.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief
descriptions of the following concepts: radioactivity, half-life, transmutation, radioactive
dating..

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: The decay of any radioactive nucleus is random, but the rate of decay for a
bulk number of identical nuclei is very predictable and can be simulated with dice.
Materials: A box of sugar cubes and two colors of spray paint.
Discussion: An atomic nucleus is stable when the number of protons it contains is
balanced by a same number of neutrons. Carbon-12, for example, is a very stable nucleus
with six protons and six neutrons. However, when there are too few or too many neutrons
in an atomic nucleus, then that nucleus is unstable. This means it has the potential to
transform into another more stable nucleus. For example, the unstable nucleus might shed
an alpha particle (alpha radiation). This creates a new nucleus of an element down two
position in the periodic table (two protons have been lost). Or the unstable nucleus might
shed a beta particle (beta radiation), which is an electron generated as a neutron
transforms into a proton. This creates a new nucleus of an element up by one position in
the periodic table (one proton has been gained). This process of the nucleus of one
element transforming into the nucleus of another element is called transmutation. As a
nucleus undergoes a transmutation, we say that it has “decayed” from what it once was to
something new.
The nuclei of heavier elements tend to have more neutrons than protons. The reason for
this is because neutrons serve as a “glue” that helps hold otherwise electrically repelling
protons together within the nucleus. For a large nucleus, the attractive strong nuclear
force among protons begins to weaken because of the greater distances between protons
on opposite sides of the nucleus. The
solution to this weaker nuclear attraction
among protons is to add more neutrons.
However, with more neutrons than
protons, the result is a tendency of these
nuclei to decay. This is why all isotopes of
elements heavier than bismuth (atomic
number 83) are radioactive.

All nuclei of a particular isotope have the same instability, which means they all have the
same tendency to decay. Because it’s just a tendency, some might decay a little sooner.
Others a little later. So if you’re looking at only one nucleus, it’s difficult to predict when
exactly it will decay. When looking at billions upon billions of nuclei of the very same
isotope, however, these individual differences average out to a duration of time that is
very predictable. We indicate this
duration of time using the concept of
half-life, which is the time it takes for
half of a given bulk quantity of a
particular isotope to decrease by onehalf. For example, the radioactive
half-life of radium-226 is 1620 years.
This means that if you have 1
kilogram of radium-226 right now,
then in 1620 years, that amount would
decrease to 0.5 kilograms. There
would be no way to stop this from
happening. Squeeze it, heat it, chill it,
throw chemicals at it. All that won’t
matter. No matter what, all those radium-226 nuclei remain unstable to such a degree that
after 1620 years, half of those radium-226 nuclei are no more. After yet another 1620
years, you’ll then have only 0.25 kilograms of radium-226.
In summary: The radioactive half life of an isotope is based upon the inherent instability
of its nuclei. These nuclei decay at random times individually, but on the bulk scale, the
rate of decay is very predictable. Below is a table of some known half-lives for various
isotopes. Notable is that the shorter the half-life, the greater the radioactivity. That is,
holding handful of polonium-214 is way more dangerous than holding a handful of
uranium-238.
Isotope	
  

Half-life	
  

Uranium-‐238	
  

4,510,000,000	
  years	
  

Plutonium-‐239	
  

24,400	
  years	
  

Carbon-‐14	
  

5,730	
  years	
  

Lead-‐210	
  

20.4	
  years	
  

Bismuth-‐210	
  

5.0	
  days	
  

Polonium-‐214	
  

0.00016	
  seconds	
  

Procedure: We can simulate the random, yet predictable nature of radioactive half-life
using dice. Because many dice are needed, it works to create your own dice with sugar
cubes. A standard box of sugar cubes will suffice.
Use spray paint to color one side of all the
sugar cube dice a certain color, such as red.
Then use a different paint to color two sides
of all the dice that second color, such as blue.
The remaining three sides can stay white.
In this activity, you’ll investigate the
radioactivity of three hypothetical substances
each represented by a color on the face of the
cubes. Rolling a large number of these
identically painted cubes simulates the process of decay for these substances. As a
substance’s color turns face up, it is considered to have decayed and it is removed from
the pile. This process is repeated until all of the cubes have been removed.
Because the color of the first substance is only on one side, this substance will “decay”
the slowest. The second substance, marked on two sides, will decay faster requiring fewer
rolls before all the cubes are removed. The third substance, marked on three sides, will
decay the fastest. After tabulating and graphing the numbers of cubes that decay in each
roll for these simulated substances, you will be able to determine their half-lives.
You’ll be doing three simulations. Once for each of the substances, which might be
called: redonium, bluetonium, and whitonium. Warning: The cubes will shed sugar
creating a bit of a mess. :-)
Step 1: Roll the sugar cubes onto a flat surface.
Step 2: Count the one-side color faces that are face up. Record this number under the
“Removed” column in the Data Table.
Step 3: Remove those up-facing one-side color cubes from the pile.
Step 4: Gather the remaining cubes and roll them again.
Step 5: Repeat steps 2 – 4 until all cubes have been counted, tabulated, and set aside.
Step 6: Repeat steps 1 – 5 removing cubes that show the two-side color facing up.
Step 7: Repeat steps 1 – 5 removing cubes that show the three-side color facing up.

Data Table

Throw
Initial Count
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

First Substance

Second Substance

Third Substance

(One-side color)

(Two-side color)

(Three-side color)

Removed

Remaining

Removed

Remaining

Removed

Remaining

Step 8: Plot the number of cubes remaining versus the number of throws for each
substance on the following graph. Use a different color or line pattern to graph the results
for each substance. For each substance, draw a single smooth line or curve that
approximately connects all the points. Do NOT simply connect the dots. Indicate your
color or line pattern code in a key below the graph.

Questions:
1. How many rolls did it take for the number of each colored cube to be reduced by half?
These are your half-life readings.

2. The half-life of a decaying substance is measured in units of time. What is the unit of
half-life used in this simulation?

3. Which of these hypothetical substances would be most radioactive?

4. Is possible to estimate the half-life of a substance in a single throw? How accurate
might this estimate be?

5. Are the lines you drew straight or curved? Do they correspond to a constant or nonconstant rate of decay?

6. If a substance has a half-life of 100 years and you start with 100 grams, how many
grams will you have in 10 years? Will you have any of these nuclei around after 20
billion billion years?

Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about radioactive half-life.

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of
concepts explored in this experiment through a photo or drawing. Then explain this
application in your own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn — Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from the first round of this
experiment to create and perform a related experiment of your own design. For example,
what if you used coins rather than sugar cubes? How about unfolded paper clips?
Title: _______________________________________________________________
Purpose: ____________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies, equipment, and supplies you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab
investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Conclusion: Summarize what you have learned through your adaptation of this
simulation for radioactive half-life.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

EXPERIMENT 7
Cleaning Water With Dirt
CHAPTER 7: Natural Filters
Purpose: To explore the chemistry of filtration.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief descriptions of
the following concepts: filter, intermolecular forces, chromatography, stationary phase, mobile
phase.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: Soil can remove chemicals (specifically the purple dye in grape-flavored drinks) out
of water.
Materials: A clear 2-liter bottle (emptied and washed), scissors or a razor blade, a coffee filter,
dirt, grape-flavor drink powder.
Introduction: At the grocery store, all of the nice expensive bottles of water claim to be the best
because they came straight from some remote spring from some magical mountain. They all
have the same idea, though - that “pure”, clean water can come straight from the ground.
Why do we trust water straight from underground? As it turns out earth does us a great favor. As
snow melts from the top of the mountains, the water seeps into the soil until it gets into an
underground water system. During this process, the particles that make up the earth help to filter
out much of the contaminates that water could have in it, including micro-organisms.
A reason that water can even have contaminates is due to intermolecular forces. These are forces
that attract one molecule to another. In this case, some part of the contaminate is attracted to the
water molecule. The contaminates, however, aren’t just attracted to water. They can also be
attracted to soil particles. It becomes a tug-of-war between the soil and the water. The soil is
trying to keep the contaminates stationary, and the water is trying to keep them mobile. We call
the soil the stationary phase, and water the mobile phase for these molecules. We call this tugof-war between a stationary phase and a mobile phase “chromatography”.
For this experiment we’ll explore how good your neighborhood dirt is at being a stationary phase
for the purple dye within a grape-flavored drink.
Procedure: Using the scissors or razor blade, carefully cut the bottom off of a clear 2-liter bottle.
With the 2-liter bottle upside down, put the coffee filter at the bottom by the mouth of the bottle.
This will prevent the dirt you’ll put within the bottle from falling out the mouth of the bottle.
Find some dirt from around your neighborhood that you can use. Dig up enough to fill 1/2 to 2/3
of the 2-liter bottle. Fill up the bottle with the gathered dirt and pack it down gently. Not too

packed though – the more packed the dirt, the slower the experiment proceeds. You can even
pour a little water on it and it will naturally pack down. You can either hold the bottle during the
experiment, or find a way to keep it suspended with the mouth pointed downward. For example,
resting on the top of a large cup.
Insert a photo showing your set up:

Example

Mix your grape-flavored powder with water as directed on the back of the package (skip the
sugar step, as you won’t be drinking this anyways). At this point, the dye molecules in the drink
are attracted to the water molecules, which keeps
them dissolved in the water. We know this is true
because the purple color is evenly distributed
throughout the mixture as a solution. The dye is now
in the mobile phase.
Begin pouring the grape mixture into the 2-liter bottle
dirt filter. Start slowly, and take care to not pour too
quickly and overfill (don’t worry if some of the
dirt/mud comes up into your solution, it will settle
back down into the stationary phase). After a while,
water will begin dripping out the bottom. Collect the
water and note the color of the filtered water
compared to the original color.

Data: Record your observations about the grape drink, water, and dirt during this experiment:

Reflect:
As the experiment is happening, think about where the dye is. Was the dirt able to get all of the
dye out of solution, effectively winning the tug-of-war? Can the dirt hold onto the dye forever?
What would happen if we pour additional water through the soil? Did the water pull any
particulates/dyes from the dirt? If so, think about why it was able to do this.

Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about chromatography:

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of concepts
explored in this experiment through a photo or a drawing. Then explain this application in your
own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn – Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from this first round of this experiment
to create and perform a related activity of your own design. For example, do all dyes act the
same way? What would happen if you changed from normal dirt to sand, or silty mud from a
riverbank? What if you added silica gel desiccant to a straw plugged on one end with cotton?
What happens when you place a drop of water on a dot of water-soluble colored ink on paper?
Title: ________________________________________________________________________
Purpose: _____________________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies and equipment you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment into this lab
report.

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry about the nature of filters.

EXPERIMENT 8
Sweet Purity
CHAPTER 7: Solubility
Purpose: Isolate white sugar from brown sugar.
Please Note: This activity requires safety glasses to protect your eyes.
SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief
descriptions of the following concepts: Solubility, crystallization, purity, concentration,
solute, solvent.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: The decay of any radioactive nucleus is random, but the rate of decay for a
bulk number of identical nuclei is very predictable and can be simulated with dice.
Materials: Brown sugar, cooking pot, empty glass jars or bottles, safety glasses, hot
pads.
Discussion: A supersaturated solution of brown sugar in water may be prepared by
dissolving ample amounts of brown sugar in a small amount of boiling water. Upon
cooling and after several days, a large number of crystals will have grown. These crystals
will still be brown but not quite as brown as the original brown sugar. Recrystallization of
these brown crystals will result in crystals that are even less brown. Repeated
recrystallization may result in crystals that appear white.
The formation of crystals is almost as much of an art as it is a science. It is difficult,
therefore, to guarantee that a particular procedure will always result in crystals of a given
size and quality. With this in mind, expect to make some on-the-fly modifications to the
following procedure.

This activity may last for several weeks and you should keep a journal of the equipment
and materials that you use and the actual procedure that you follow. Be sure to date every
entry. Drawing sketches of your set-up is also important.

Procedure:
1. In a cooking pot or large beaker, bring about 200 mL of water to a boil. Slowly add
brown sugar to the boiling water with continuous stirring. Continue adding brown sugar
until it becomes thick and just begins to froth. Do not overcook the brown sugar.
2. Allow the solution to cool before pouring it into a large empty glass bottle (about 1
liter). Allow the syrup to stand for several days until a significant number of crystals have
formed. The syrupy solution from which the crystals form is known as the mother liquor.
Your crystals at this point will likely appear as tiny hard clumps.
3. After there has been a significant amount of
crystal growth, pour out the mother liquor.
You may discard the mother liquor, but first
note its close resemblance to molasses. In
fact, that’s exactly what it is! The brown color
results from the many plant by-products it
contains. The mother liquor will pour out very
slowly. Consider leaving the jar inverted for
several hours. The crystals should stay
behind, stuck to the glass walls.
4. Briefly rinse the collected crystals with warm water to remove additional mother
liquor. Rinse only briefly as you want to avoid dissolving these crystals. After this quick
rinse, isolate a few of these crystals and examine them closely.
5. Use hot water to help collect all your crystals from your container. Use as little hot
water as you can. Transfer your crystals with the small amount of water to a small
cooking pot and apply heat until the crystals dissolve and some frothing is seen. You
should end up with a syrupy solution once again.
6. Allow the syrupy solution to cool before transferring it back to the cleaned jar. A glass
baby food jar also works well. Wait several days for more crystals to grow. This is called
recrystallization because you are crystallizing a material that had already been
crystallized. The effect is an increase in the crystal’s purity.
7. After crystal growth, the mother liquor of this solution can be poured out. The crystals
that remain behind can be collected onto a towel, rinsed briefly with warm water and
quickly dried so that they retain crystal shape. If crystals still retain significant brown
color, they may be recrystallized yet again using the general procedures given above.

White sugar crystals, magnified 5x
Reflection:
How might you prove that commercial grade sugar still contains small amounts of
molasses? Which is more pure, white sugar or brown sugar? Which is more natural?
What did you notice about the quality verses quantity of the sugar crystals you obtained?

Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about re-crystallization as a form of
purification.

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of
concepts explored in this experiment through a photo or drawing. Then explain this
application in your own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn — Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from the first round of this
experiment to create and perform a related experiment of your own design. For example,
how might you create large and crunchy crystals of salt, sodium chloride, NaCl.
Title: _______________________________________________________________
Purpose: ____________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies, equipment, and supplies you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab
investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Conclusion: Summarize what you have learned through your adaptation of recrystallization.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

EXPERIMENT 9
Quickly Cool Your Oatmeal
CHAPTER 8: Specific Heat Capacity
Purpose: To explore how chemicals deal with heat.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief descriptions of
the following concepts: Specific heat capacity, heat transfer, humidity.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: Your fridge may be able to cool down your food more quickly than your freezer,
because it is more humid.
Materials: Oatmeal (either from a packet, or from raw oats), thermometer (optional)
Introduction: An issue that plagues lovers of oatmeal is that when the oatmeal is done cooking
(whether in the microwave, or in a pot on the stove), it is too hot to eat. But you’re hungry and
don’t want to wait for it to cool down. So, without adding an ice cube that makes your oatmeal
soupy, what’s the quickest way to cool down a bowl of hot oatmeal?
There are two things that can affect the speed at which something
can cool down – the difference in temperatures between the hot
object and the cool environment, and the humidity of the cool
environment. First, if you want to cool something, then you want
to place it in a cool environment. The cooler the environment, the
more heat can be transferred away from the hot object and the
faster it cools. The other important factor is humidity. Humid air is
better than dry air at taking in heat from a hot object. The reason
for this is because water in the humid air has a high specific heat
capacity. In other words, it can take in a lot of heat energy without
changing its temperature very much. This means that the
surroundings can stay colder for longer while taking in a lot of
heat from the hot object.
You may not have thought about this idea much before, but you most certainly have experienced
it already. When you are boiling water in a pot on the stove, the metal pot will get hot way before
the water does. Water requires a lot more energy to increase its temperature compared to the
metal. Water has a high specific heat capacity, whereas metal has a low specific heat capacity.
Back to oatmeal. To cool the oatmeal, you can either put it in the freezer or the fridge. The
freezer has a really low temperature. This helps to cool oatmeal faster, but it does not have much
moisture in the air. It is so cold, that it freezes any water in
the air, making the air very dry in the freezer. The fridge is
warmer, but it is also much more humid. The question
becomes then, which is better at cooling down your hot
oatmeal – colder and dryer, or warmer and wetter. Every
fridge/freezer will be slightly different, so there is not an
actual right or wrong answer to this. You will be
investigating your specific setup.
There are additional things that affect cooling, like air currents, but we’re going to stick to
temperature difference and humidity for this activity.

Procedure A: Follow cooking directions to cook a sample of oatmeal, either in the microwave
or stovetop, but make sure that it starts out hot. Save half of this oatmeal for Procedure B.
Separate the remaining oatmeal equally into two separate bowls. If you have a thermometer, get
an initial temperature of your oatmeal. If you don’t have a thermometer, use your finger (don’t
burn yourself!) to get a feel for the starting temperature. Place one bowl in the fridge and another
in the freezer and let them cool. After one to two minutes, pull both bowls back out and either
get a final temperature with a thermometer, or get a relative temperature with your finger. Which
did a better job at cooling: the fridge or the freezer?
Procedure B: From the remaining oatmeal, mix in a couple teaspoons of water. This will make
the oatmeal soupier but increase the specific heat capacity of the oatmeal. Make sure that these
samples are hot (microwave them briefly or put them back on the stove briefly). Like before,
separate equally into two bowls and get an initial temperature. Place one in the freezer and one in
the fridge and let them cool. After one to two minutes, pull both bowls back out and either get a
final temperature with a thermometer, or get a relative temperature with your finger. Which did a
better job at cooling: the fridge or the freezer?
Compare these soupy oatmeal samples to the drier samples from Procedure A. With the same
amount of cooling time, did the soupy oatmeal get cooler, or not? Did making the oatmeal more
wet change the freezer-cooling and the fridge-cooling the same? Or did it affect one method
more than the other? Using these approaches, what is the fastest way to cool your oatmeal?

Data: Write down all the initial and final temperatures of all of the oatmeal samples and any
other observations made during the procedures.

Reflect:
For your specific fridge/freezer combination, which was more important, an increase in
humidity, or decrease in temperature? Why would the wet samples behave differently than the
drier samples? If you observed that wet oatmeal cooled better through one cooling method over
the other, why did that happen (i.e. why was the freezer affected differently than the fridge)?

Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about specific heat capacity:

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of concepts
explored in this experiment through a photo or a drawing. Then explain this application in your
own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn – Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from this first round of this experiment
to create and perform a related activity of your own design. For example, does including a small
cup of water increase the speed at which something heats up in the oven? For the oatmeal to be
the coolest temperature, when should you add cold milk to your oatmeal? As soon as it’s served?
Or just before you eat?
Title: ________________________________________________________________________
Purpose: _____________________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies and equipment you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment into this lab
report.

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry about the nature of heat with
chemistry.

EXPERIMENT 10
Blue Be Gone
CHAPTER 9: Chemical Kinetics
Purpose: To explore what controls the speed of reactions.
Please Note: This activity requires safety glasses to protect your eyes.
SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief descriptions of
the following concepts: Kinetics, catalysis.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: Multiple factors can affect how fast a reaction occurs, including concentration,
temperature, and catalyst.
Materials: blue food dye, bleach, hydrogen peroxide (3%), baker’s yeast, stopwatch/timer.
Introduction: Chemists aren’t only interested in understanding why chemical reactions happen;
they are also interested in how fast a reaction happens. This is called kinetics. Sometimes you
want a reaction to go very slowly – like the oxidizing of iron into rust. Other times, we’d like the
reaction to happen fast – like the medicine you take to relieve pain after an injury.
Once a chemist knows what factors affect the speed of a reaction, then she can manipulate the
conditions to make the reaction go faster or slower. In this activity, you will be changing reaction
conditions to observe the effect on the rate of the reaction.
Safety First: Our skin is like a shield protecting us in many ways. Yet there is one place your
body lacks the protection of skin. This is your eyes! That’s why it is so important to wear eye
protection when in the presence of harmful chemicals (like in this lab) or flying debris (like when
weed whacking the lawn). For this activity, it is imperative that you wear eye protection. We also
encourage you to wear nitrile examination gloves to help protect the skin on your hands. Plus
you’ll also look really cool. So include a picture of yourself in your scientist-looking outfit.
Makes sense? Good. So, please STOP. And do not proceed until you have put Safety First as
evidenced by your eye-protected scientist selfie:

Your eye-protected scientist selfie

Procedure A: In this first reaction, you will be measuring the time it takes for bleach to break
down the blue dye found in food coloring. The parameters that you will be testing are
concentration and temperature.
Step 1: In the first experiment, you’ll see how the concentration of dye changes the kinetics of
the reaction. In three different glass containers, each holding about a half of a cup of water, drop
2, 4, and 8 drops of blue food coloring and stir to mix. This will make three different blue
solutions that are only different in the depth of blue color (concentration of blue dye).

Before

After

Pour a half cup of bleach into each of the containers and begin timing. When the blue color is
gone (you’ll have to decide when “gone” is achieved—try to be consistent), make a note of the
time in Data Table 1. Additionally, make any notes of anything you observed while the color
was disappearing.
Step 2: In the next experiment, you’ll see how the concentration of bleach changes the kinetics of
the reaction. Clean your original three containers, and refill them each with a half of a cup of
water. This time, place 2 drops of blue food coloring into each so that their concentrations are the
same. Next, make three different bleach solutions. The first will just be a half cup of bleach. In
the second, use a fourth of a cup of bleach then dilute with water to make a half cup total. The
third bleach solution should be water with 1 tbsp of bleach to make a half cup of total solution.
Pour the bleach solutions into each of
the food coloring solutions. Record in
Data Table 1 the time it takes for each
mixture to lose its color. Additionally,
make any notes of anything you
observed while the color was leaving.
Step 3: In the final experiment, you’ll
see how temperature changes the
kinetics of the reaction. You already
have data for room temperature results. And, of course, you’re still wearing your safety goggles.
So we’re going to perform one more reaction at an elevated temperature. Pour a half cup of hot

water from your kitchen tap into a white microwaveable mug capable of holding hot water. Then
microwave this water to near boiling. Wait 1 minute for the water to cool so that you don’t have
super-heated water. Add 2 drops of blue food coloring and stir. Then carefully pour half a cup of
room temperature bleach into this hot solution and begin timing. When the blue color is gone,
make a note of the time in Data Table 1. Additionally, record any notes of anything you
observed while the color was disappearing.
Data Table 1
# of drops of
dye in half cup
of water
Experiment 1
Reaction 1
Experiment 1
Reaction 2
Experiment 1
Reaction 3
Experiment 2
Reaction 1
Experiment 2
Reaction 2
Experiment 2
Reaction 3
Experiment 3
Elevated Temp.

2
4
8

Dilution of
bleach

Completion
time

Stock (from
bottle)
Stock (from
bottle)
Stock (from
bottle)

2

Stock (from
bottle)

2

1/2

2

<1/4

2

Stock (from
bottle)

Data: Write down all your observations on the blue food coloring experiments

Procedure B: In this part, you will observe the effect of a catalyst on the kinetics of a reaction.
To observe this, you will be working with hydrogen peroxide. Hydrogen peroxide has the
chemical formula of H2O2. Hydrogen peroxide is often used to help clean cuts and wounds, or
clean tough marks and stains in your house. That’s because it decomposes into water and oxygen
gas, O2, which has disinfecting and oxidizing properties. Hydrogen peroxide can even react with
itself to form water and oxygen, which means its not a chemical that you can store for a long
time. You’ve already seen the effect of temperature on the kinetics of a reaction from Procedure
A, so it makes sense that in order to keep hydrogen peroxide from decomposing, we often store it
in the fridge. Additionally, it is packaged in a brown bottle so that sunlight can’t get in to give it
enough energy to enhance its decomposition.
A catalyst is a substance that speeds up a chemical reaction. An enzyme within Baker’s yeast
serves as an excellent catalyst for the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen
gas. Let’s explore!
Step 1: To see this, add a teaspoon of Baker’s yeast to a glass. Pour in some fresh 3% hydrogen
peroxide until you see the frothing of bubbles. Record your observations.
Step 2: But is that really oxygen gas forming the bubbles? Light a long wooden match and
carefully poke the flame or hot ember of the match head into one of the bubbles. Watch for a
flaring up of the flame because the oxygen enhances the combustion. Record your observation.

Hydrogen peroxide and Baker’s yeast
Data: Write down all your observations about yeast experiment.

Reflect:
Blue food coloring and bleach experiments – How did increasing the concentration of blue dye
affect the time it took to turn clear? Why did the concentration of dye effect the time? Did all of
the samples seem to lose color at the same rate? Upon disappearing, did the color disappear
slowly or quickly? How did increasing the concentration of bleach effect the time it took to turn
the solutions clear? How did the increase in temperature effect the kinetics of the reaction? Why
do we refrigerate or freeze food?
Hydrogen peroxide experiment – Was hydrogen peroxide decomposing without the catalyst?
Why couldn’t we see it? What did the yeast do (kinetically, not chemically)? Besides providing a
catalyst, what else could we have done to increase the speed of this decomposition (look up
“elephant toothpaste” on YouTube)?
Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about kinetics:

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of concepts
explored in this experiment through a photo or a drawing. Then explain this application in your
own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn – Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from this first round of this experiment
to create and perform a related activity of your own design. For example, compare the kinetics of
food degradation when in left out, in the fridge, and in the freezer. How reproducible are the
times you measured in the bleach reactions? Why is it safer to pour bleach into water rather than
water into bleach?
Title: ________________________________________________________________________
Purpose: _____________________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies and equipment you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment into this lab
report.

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry about the nature of kinetics.

EXPERIMENT 11
Spreading Energy (Entropy)
CHAPTER 9: Chemical Reactions
Purpose: To capture the essence of entropy in a simulation whereby energy is seen to
travel through adjacent atoms, each represented by a penny.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief
descriptions of the following concepts: solid, liquid, gas, energy, entropy, probability,
time. Please ignore any definitions of entropy that include the words “order” or
“disorder” because these terms are not truly fundamental to what entropy is, which is the
tendency of energy to disperse.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: Energy tends to disperse from where it is concentrated to where it is dilute.
The reason for this has its roots in probabilities.
Materials: Lots of pennies, large paper sheets, pencil, dice.
Procedure A: For this simulation each penny represents an atom in two dimensional
space. The energy content of each atom is represented by its heads or tails state. If heads,
then the energy content is high (think “heads” = “hot”). If tails, the energy content is low.
On a large sheet of white paper lay out many pennies all in the tail state, except for a
single penny in the very middle that you have in a head state. Shift the pennies so there is
a pentagon of five low energy tail pennies surrounding this one higher energy head
penny.

Energy can be transferred between atoms upon their collision. As an analogy, think of
billiard balls: A fast moving billiard ball may hit another billiard ball and come to a
complete stop, while the hit ball is shot forward. In this case there is a transfer of kinetic
energy from one ball to the next. A similar thing can happen between atoms.

For this simulation, the head penny is
represented by the numeral 1. The tail pennies
in the pentagon are temporarily numbered 2
through 6 in a clockwise direction starting with
the tail penny closest to 12:00 as shown in the
photo.
Energy will be transferred between these
pennies. How so is determined by a 6-sided
die. Each roll of the die represents a unit of
time, such as nanoseconds. At zero
nanoseconds, the central penny has the energy.
Roll the die to determine which atom will have
the energy at 1 nanosecond.
If you roll a 1, then this means the central
penny is still holding onto this energy (no
energy transferring collisions have occurred).
Indicate this by drawing a curved arrow going
from and then back into the penny.
For a 2 – 6, draw an arrow to the penny
receiving the energy. Also, flip the coins so
that the central penny is now tails and the
penny that received the energy is now heads.

Continue this process to map the path
of the energy over the course of at
least 8 nanoseconds.

Questions: Is it possible for the energy to remain in the same place over 8 nanoseconds?
Is this likely? Please explain.

Procedure B: Repeat the above procedure, except start with three hot pennies together in
a triangle in the center of some fresh paper. For a single nanosecond, you’ll need to roll
the die three times (once for each penny). To track the starting point, draw a triangle
around those three hot pennies. Then map the movement of the energy over time. Run
through as many nanoseconds as you think is reasonable (at least 4 ns). Then circle the
location of the energy units (hot pennies) to mark the ending.
Provide a photo of your final map:

Questions: Is it possible for 3 units of energy to remain all bunched together? Is this
likely? Please explain.

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of concepts
explored in this experiment through a photo or drawing. Then explain this application in
your own words. Consider a campfire and what its energy always, always does.

INQUIRE
Your Turn — Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from the first round of this
experiment to create and perform a related experiment of your own design. For example,
how would the simulation look starting with 5 hot pennies bunched together? Or two sets
of 3 spaced apart? Consider a thought experiment: If energy ever only stayed in one
place, would there be such a thing as time? If energy instead always became more
concentrated, would time appear to be moving backward?
Title: _______________________________________________________________
Purpose: ____________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies, equipment, and supplies you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab
investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment into
this lab report	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Conclusion: Summarize what you have learned about the behavior of energy as well as
the behavior of the particles carrying this energy.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

EXPERIMENT 12
The Many Colors of Acids and Bases
CHAPTER 10: Acids and Bases
Purpose: To make and use an acid/base indicator.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief descriptions of
the following concepts: Acid, base, pH indicator.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: Red cabbage can be used to determine the difference between acidic solutions and
basic solutions.
Materials: A head of red cabbage, a blender, a strainer (or piece of cloth), a piece of white
printer paper, vinegar, baking soda.
Introduction: When you eat citrus like a lemon or an orange, that sharp sour taste comes from
citric acid. Many acids, including vitamin C and vinegar are also sharp and sour. This was one of
the first ways early chemists defined the group of compounds called acids. Chemically, acids are
a group of compounds that put hydrogen ions (H+) into a solution. It’s the H+ that causes the
sourness and sharpness.
The opposite of an acid is a base. These are typically bitter and are slippery to the touch. Bases
are a group of compounds that put hydroxide ions (OH-) into a solution. Hydroxide ions can
neutralize hydrogen ions to just form water (H+ + OH–	
  →	
  H2O).
An indicator is a colored molecule that can interact with H+ and OH– to change its color. They
can quickly gauge how acidic or basic a solution is, as determined by the relative concentration
of the H+ and OH– ions.
Procedure A: Safely cut a head of red cabbage into 1/8 sections,
small enough to fit into a blender. You may not need all of your
head of cabbage, but at least use half of the head. Put your cut
sections of cabbage into a blender and fill 2/3 full with warm
water. Blend for about a minute.
Pour the resulting cabbage slush through a strainer or piece of
cloth into a large cup. This is your indicator solution.

Procedure B: Cut your printer paper into strips that are about ½”
wide by 2”. Make at least 10 strips. Dip these strips in the cabbage
solution and set them out to dry for a couple hours (to speed this
process up, you can use a hair dryer or a warm oven). These are
now indicator strips. Indicator strips are helpful for finding the
acidity/basicity of samples where you have only small amounts of
the sample or if your sample doesn’t mix well with water.
Procedure C: Now the fun part – let’s test the acid/base
sensitivity of both the indicator solution as well as the indicator
strips.
Add drops of indicator solution to several tablespoons of white
distilled vinegar in a clear container. Keep adding drops until the
color’s hue is nicely apparent. Record the hue by photograph,
colored pencils, or a written description. Next, add fresh water to double the volume. Look for
any change in hue and record your observations.
Place a drop of vinegar onto one of your indicator strips. Record your observations.
Stir a couple tablespoons of baking soda to half a cup of warm water. You’ll be making a
saturated solution, which means there will remain some undissolved baking soda sitting at the
bottom of the container. Add several tablespoons of this saturated solution to a another clear
container. Then start adding drops of indicator solution until the color’s hue is nicely apparent.
Record the hue by photograph, colored pencils, or a written description. Next, add fresh water to
double the volume. Look for any change in hue and record your observations.
Place a drop of the saturated baking soda solution onto one of your indicator strips. Record your
observations.
Data: Write down or take pictures of your observations about the indicator during this
experiment in the boxes below:

Fill in the Blank:
A(n) _____________ will change _____________ to tell you how acidic/basic a solution is.
Baking soda is a(n) _____________ changing the color to be more _____________. Vinegar,
which is a(n) _____________, changes the color to be more _____________. Solutions that
aren’t very acidic or basic (such as tap water) make the indicator _____________ in color.
Word choices:
acid

color

indicator

base

blue

yellow

green

Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about acid/base indicators:

red

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of concepts
explored in this experiment through a photo or a drawing. Then explain this application in your
own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn – Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from this first round of this experiment
to create and perform a related activity of your own design. For example, find other solutions in
your home to see if they are acidic or basic. Consider blowing carbon dioxide from your breath
through a straw into a weak solution of baking soda containing indicator. Consider what happens
when, while wearing safety goggles, you combine equal volumes of saturated baking soda
solution with white distilled vinegar.
Title: ________________________________________________________________________
Purpose: _____________________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies and equipment you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment.

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry about acid/base indicators.

EXPERIMENT 13
Keeping Your Stomach Happy
CHAPTER 10: Acids and Bases
Purpose: To explore how antacids work.

Note: Please complete this experiment after the acid/base indicator experiment.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief descriptions of
the following concepts: Solubility, acid/base reactions, antacids.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: Antacid (milk of magnesia) can neutralize large amounts of acid.
Materials: A colorless (transparent or opaque) pitcher, large mixing spoon, a bottle of liquid
milk of magnesia (colorless if possible), vinegar, acid/base indicator (from the acid/base
indicator activity).
Introduction: Food in your stomach begins decomposing. This is the first step to making the
nutrients within the food available to your body. This decomposition is facilitated by acid
generated by your stomach. The acidity in your stomach is well regulated so that it’s not too
acidic. Sometimes, however, this regulated system is not so effective and your stomach becomes
too acidic. This can lead to an upset stomach. Strong stomach acid percolating up into your
esophagus can also be a major problem.
To lower stomach acidity, you can ingest an antacid, such as milk of magnesia, which is a
suspension of the alkaline compound magnesium hydroxide, Mg(OH)2. Magnesium hydroxide is
a base that can neutralize the extra acid in your stomach.
Procedure A: Pour the bottle of milk of magnesia into the
pitcher (or half of a bottle if you have a small pitcher). Pour an
equal amount of water into the pitcher. Use a large spoon to
stir everything together. Pour enough of your acid/base
indicator for you to see a notable effect on the solution’s color.
Based on the color of the solution, indicate the general
acidity/basicity of the solution in the data section, along with
the clarity of the solution (opaque vs. transparent).
Pour half a cup of white distilled vinegar into the milk of
magnesia mixture and stir with your spoon. Make note of what
happens to the color of the solution as well as the clarity of the
solution (opaque vs. transparent).

Keep adding half cups of vinegar and noting any
changes. Continue for as many times as possible until
the pitcher is almost full. Record your observations.
Keep your sample to compare to Procedure B.
Procedure B: Repeat the above procedure using fresh
water in place of the milk of magnesia. Record your
observations. Note how the system behaves with the
milk of magnesia absent.

Data: Write down all of your observations about the solution color and clarity during each step
this experiment in the box below:

Reflect: What was the acidity/basicity of the milk of magnesia solution at the beginning?
Immediately after pouring in the vinegar, what happened to the acidity/basicity? What happened
after stirring? What happened to the vinegar? What happened to the milk of magnesia? What
made the milk of magnesia opaque? Did the mixture become more transparent or more opaque as
you added vinegar? Why? How did the change in color between the milk of magnesia solution
and the “water” solution compare?

Conclusions: From your reflections, summarize what you have learned about antacids:

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of concepts
explored in this experiment through a photo or a drawing. Then explain this application in your
own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn – Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from this first round of this experiment
to create and perform a related activity of your own design. For example, use Alka-Seltzer
dissolved in water instead of milk of magnesia as your antacid.
Title: ________________________________________________________________________
Purpose: _____________________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies and equipment you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment..

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry about the nature of antacids.

EXPERIMENT 14
A Shocking Experience
CHAPTER 11: Electrochemistry
Purpose: To explore how to create electricity with chemistry.
Please Note: This activity requires safety glasses to protect your eyes.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief descriptions of
the following concepts: wet cell battery, anode, cathode, electrolyte, electrolysis.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: An electric current can be produced from a lemon and some coins. Electric current
can also drive chemical reactions.
Materials: Coins, all of them thoroughly washed in hot soapy water (because you’ll be touching
these coins to your tongue.) Safety goggles, gas burner, long pliers. 9-volt battery, two pencils,
table salt, wires (alligator clips preferred), voltmeter (optional).
Introduction: Different metals have different tendencies to lose or accept electrons. When a
metal that tends to lose electrons is placed in a complete circuit with a metal that tends to gain
them, the result can be a flow of electric charge. This is the
main principle behind any battery. A nonrechargeable
battery only lasts so long because the metals it contains are
destroyed as they lose or accept electrons. Heavy duty
batteries last longer simply because they contain more
metal.
A type of circuit can be established involving your moist
tongue. Nerves within your tongue will sense a mild tingly
or sour taste once a flow of charge occurs.
Procedure A: The “Tongue Battery”. Your first task is to see if you can detect any flow of
charge using a set of coins including a penny, nickel, dime, and quarter. Hold two different coins
to the tip of your tongue and then tilt them toward each other until they touch. You’ll detect any
flow of charge the moment to the two coins touch. Try all the different combinations and rate the
flow of charge on a scale of 0 to 5, where zero means absolutely no electric current detected and
five means, absolutely, no doubt, an electric current is detected. Use Data Table 1.

Data Table 1 (Rate current flow from 0 to 5)
Penny

Nickel

Dime

Quarter

Penny
Nickel
Dime
Quarter

Procedure B: Would it make sense for the U.S. Mint to create coins out of metals that
significantly react with each other? Nope. So hopefully, your data in Data Table 1 is nothing but
zeros. Within the core of any post 1982 penny, however, there lies an ingot of zinc. It turns out
that zinc has a much lower melting point than copper. Because of this, the two are easily
separated. This involves destroying the penny, but it is for educational purposes and well spent.
This procedure works best with a gas stove or propane torch. Exercise great caution when
working with these flames. Remove all combustibles, such as paper towels, and wear safety
glasses. Close at hand you’ll need a ceramic or metal surface upon which molten zinc will drop.
Consider a lid to a pot placed upside down. Hold the edge of a post-1982 penny with pliers or
tongs with an insulated handle. Place the penny deep within the gas flame and hold it there until
the surface begins to blister. Depending on the size of the flame, this may take a couple minutes.
Look for the blistering. You’ll note the lower part of the penny begins to sag as it contains the
molten zinc. When you see this, move the penny from the flame and tap the penny onto the
ceramic or metal surface. If it’s sufficiently molten, the ingot will spill out. Allow to cool! It will
solidify quickly but still be very hot. A single long and white shiny ingot is ideal.

Repeat the tongue tasting task as spelled out in Procedure A, only this time between your cooleddown ingot of zinc and each of the coins. Enter your observations in Table 2

Data Table 2 (Rate current flow from 0 to 5)
Penny

Nickel

Dime

Quarter

Zinc

Include a picture of your performing some aspect this activity. You’re wearing safety glasses,
right?

Data: Record your observations regarding the “tongue battery”:

Procedure B: Pour some warm water in a glass and stir in a tablespoon of salt. Sharpen both the
pencils at both of their ends so that the graphite at both ends are exposed. Connect each node of
the 9V battery to a different pencil using the wire (alligator clips). What happens when you now
touch the two opposite ends of the pencils together?.
Dip the pencils into the glass of warm salt water. You will start to see bubbles almost
immediately. This is the hydrogen and oxygen gas being produced. Because water is H2O, the
breakdown creates twice as much hydrogen gas as oxygen gas. One of the pencils, therefore,
produces twice as much gas as the other.
If you see a yellow color, that’s from the reduction of the chloride ions, Cl-, to chlorine gas, Cl2,
Another chemical change!

Data: Record down your observations about the electrolysis during this experiment:

Reflect:
Tongue Battery — The battery was created with two different metals, why does it take two
different metals to drive a transfer of electrons?
Electrolysis — What was the use of the pencils? Does graphite conduct electricity? Why was the
salt necessary? Did each pencil bubble the same amount? Which was connected to the positive
terminal of the battery? Why would one pencil create more bubbles than the other?

Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about batteries and electrochemistry:

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of concepts
explored in this experiment through a photo or a drawing. Then explain this application in your
own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn – Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from this first round of this experiment
to create and perform a related activity of your own design. For example, for the Tongue Battery,
what if you first rinsed your mouth with salt water or orange juice? What if you stacked pennies
with flat zinc ingots separated by tiny juice soaked paper towel squares? For the electrolysis,
does it work without the salt? Why or why not? Would vinegar work just as well?
Title: ________________________________________________________________________
Purpose: _____________________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies and equipment you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment into this lab
report.

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry about the nature of
electrochemistry.

EXPERIMENT 15
Steam Distillation
CHAPTER 12: Organic Compounds
Purpose: Separate cinnamon oil from ground cinnamon and make some yummy
cinnamon flavored toothpicks.

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief
descriptions of the following concepts: steam distillation, aldehydes, organic compounds,
natural flavorings.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: Flavoring organic compounds carried by rising steam can be isolated.
Materials: Ground cinnamon (about 30 grams), large kitchen pot with curved lid,
steamer tray, small metal bowl.
Discussion: Certain organic compounds have a pleasing scent. These tend to be either
aldehydes or esters. They smell nice because of the way the molecules fit into smell
receptor sites within the nose. But, in order to get to the nose, the molecules must be in a
gaseous phase. Fragrant organic compounds, therefore, tend to be volatile, which means
that even if they are a liquid at room temperature, it doesn’t take much energy to cause
many of the molecules to vaporize, even well below the boiling temperature. That’s what
makes them “smelly”. These sorts of organic molecules also tend to be relatively small.
Two examples include cinnamonaldehyde and wintergreen:

Cinnamonaldehyde
(Cinnamon)

Methyl salicylate
(Wintergreen)

Because they vaporize easily, these compounds can be carried by hot steam. This is true
even though the compounds are mostly nonpolar. This is the basis of “steam distillation”
whereby steam is used to isolate fragrant oils from their natural sources. For this activity,
you’ll aim to isolate cinnamonaldehyde from ground cinnamon bark using a steam
distiller built from kitchen utensils.

Procedure: Place two cups of water into a large pot along with at least 30 grams of
ground cinnamon, which will float on the water. Place a folding vegetable steamer tray
over the mixture. On top of the tray, place a small metal bowl. Cover the pot with a
curved lid placed upside down so that the lid’s handle points into the small metal bowl.
Add some ice cubes to the inverted lid. You’ll want these ice cubes to be directly over the
inner metal bowl.

Heat the water to boiling with medium heat. Soon the smell of cinnamon will be apparent
as the warmed cinnamon vaporizes. Melted water from the ice cubes in the inverted lid
can be removed with a sponge. Add more ice cubes as needed. This helps the
cinnamonaldehyde bearing water to condense into the inner pot..

Within a few minutes you’ll have collected about a quarter cup of distilled water. At this
point, turn off the heat. With hot pads, remove the lid as well as the small bowl, both of
which will be quite hot. Be careful not to burn yourself. Smell the warm water that
collected in the small metal bowl. A good way to do this is to wave the air above the
water toward your nose. Dip your finger into this warm water and taste the
cinnamonaldehyde. You have isolated cinnamonaldehyde from the cinnamon bark. Soak
some toothpicks in this water to create cinnamon toothpicks!

Reflect:
How does the amount of cinnamonaldehyde you collected compare to the total amount of
cinnamonaldehyde in the ground cinnamon bark? Did you collect most all of the
cinnomonaldehyde or is there still much that was left uncollected? Why does purifying a
compound invariably mean obtaining that compound in relatively small amounts? Why is
it better to use ground cinnamon bark versus cinnamon sticks? What was the role of the
ice? How it’s possible to smell a rose.
Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about steam distillation.

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of
concepts explored in this experiment through a photo or drawing. Then explain this
application in your own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn — Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from the first round of this
experiment to create and perform a related experiment of your own design. For example,
how might you use your steam distiller to isolate water from salt water? Place water
colored with food coloring in the pot. What then would be the color of the water collected
in the small bowl?
Title: _______________________________________________________________
Purpose: ____________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies, equipment, and supplies you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab
investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Conclusion: Summarize what you have learned through your adaptation of the steam
distiller.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

EXPERIMENT 16

Sweet Polarization
CHAPTER 13: Mirror Image Molecules
Purpose: To explore the behavior of plane polarized light..

SEARCH
Background Information/Literature Review: In your own words, write brief
descriptions of the following concepts: Polarized light, diffraction, superposition,
interference.

Citations:

GUIDE
Hypothesis: The concentration of sugar water can be determined using polarized light.
Materials: Polarized lenses, such as from sunglasses, bright point source of light (such as
from a smart phone flashlight), clear drinking glasses, white sugar, agave syrup, maple
syrup, salt.
Discussion A: Polarized sunglasses are special in that they can filter out the glare
occurring off of reflective surfaces, such as water or the hood of a car. As the light
bounces off of these surfaces, only the horizontal
oriented light waves are reflected—the vertically
oriented light is absorbed. The reflected light is said
to be “plane polarized” because it is comprised
primarily of light waves that can be thought of as flat
in their orientation.
Polarized sunglasses are designed block out any
horizontally oriented plane polarized light. This has
the effect of blocking out the glare.
The quickest way to check to see if your sunglasses are truly polarized is to hold them up
to some reflection off of a shiny surface, such as a polished wooden table. Rotate the
glasses as you look at the reflections off of the table. If your glasses are polarized, you’ll
find the reflections are difficult to see when the glasses are held horizontal but easy to see
when the glasses are held vertical.
Hold two pairs of polarized sunglasses over each other and rotate. If both are polarized,
you’ll see practically no light passes through when the glasses are held perpendicular to
each other. Another way to tell if your sunglasses are
polarized is to look at the sky on a clear day. The
blue light from the sky itself is polarized. So when
looking at the blue sky through polarized sunglasses,
you’ll see remarkable effects, such as a greater
contrast between the sky and clouds as well as a
deeper blue color.
No doubt about it. Polarized sunglasses are cool.

Insert a photo or photos showing evidence that you have polarized sunglasses:

Discussion B: Your left and right hands are mirror images of each other. Hold your right
hand up to a mirror and what you’ll see in the mirror is a left hand. And vice versa. Many
naturally occurring molecules containing carbon (organic molecules) have a similar
“handedness”. Examples include sugars, such as sucrose, glucose, and fructose. Even the
amino acids of proteins have a handedness. Consider sucrose, which is the ingredient of
white table sugar. There are left-handed sucrose molecules and there are right-handed
sucrose molecules. You might expect that in nature there would be a 50:50 mix of each.
Amazingly, that’s not the case! Instead, all naturally occurring sucrose molecules are of
the right-handed sort.

Left-Handed Sucrose

Right-Handed Sucrose

How do we know these things? Molecules that have a handedness can be identified by
how they interact with plane polarized light. The left-handed molecule will absorb that
light and then rotate its axis of orientation in a counter-clockwise direction. The right
handed molecule, by contrast, will rotate the light in a clockwise direction! If there’s a
50:50 mix of left and right hand molecules, it’s a wash—the polarized light isn’t rotated.

How much the polarized light rotates due to “handed” molecule is a function of not only
the molecule itself but of how many molecules the light encounters. Passing through a
concentrated solution, the polarized light will rotate more than through a dilute solution.
Enough theory. Let’s do it!
If possible, it works well to remove a lens from your sunglasses so that the two lenses can
be overlapped. Otherwise, you can use two sets of polarized glasses.
Procedure
Step 1
When working with a bright light, be sure not to stare into that bright light. Do your best
to avoid glancing into this bright light. A bright light that works well for this activity is
the flashlight from a smart phone.
Lay the phone on a counter so that the flashlight
points upward. Lay one of the polarized lenses
over this light parallel to the length of the phone.
Hold the second lens a couple inches above the
first lens. With the light turned on and the lenses
held perpendicular to each other you’ll see that
most of the light is removed. Focus on finding the
angle at which the light is minimized. Estimate
this angle with a protractor. You should find this
angle is about 90°, which is already recorded in
Data Table 1. Turn off the light.

Lenses Perpendicular (90°)

Lenses Parallel (180°)

Data Table 1
Material
Between 2
Lenses:

Nothing
but air

Angle of
Polarized
Lenses:

90°

Rotation
of Light

Conc.
Sugar
Solution

Sugar
Solution
Diluted

Maple
Syrup

Agave
Syrup

Conc. Salt
Water

0°

(subtract
90°)

Step 2
Prepare a concentrated solution of sugar water. You can do this by dissolving 2 cups of
white table sugar in about one a cup of hot water. You might do this in a pan on the stove.
But allow the sugar solution to cool before going further—you’ll not want to scald some
one or have a drinking glass break on you.
Find a clear drinking glass through which you can see through the bottom fairly well. Fill
it with the concentrated sugar water.
Repeat Step 1 only this time hold the glass of sugar water in between the two polarized
lenses. You might need to prop and stabilize the filled glass that’s sitting upon a curved
lens with some clay Find the angle between the lenses at which the light passing through
the two filters is minimized. The degree to which the light has been rotated will be this
angle minus 90°. Record this data in Data Table 2.

Perpendicular (90°)

Angle of about 120°
Light has been rotated
120° - 90° = 30°

Step 3
Dilute the sugar water in half (1 cup sugar
water + 1 cup fresh water) and take another
reading. Again, record your data.
Step 4
Take angle measurements for real maple
syrup, agave syrup, and concentrated salt
water. Record your data.

Fill in the Blank:
Light is normally _____________ when passing through two ____________ lenses set at
90°. But when this light first passes through one lens and then through a sugar
____________, the light that has been polarized by the first lens is _____________ by
the _____________ sugar _______________. The greater the _______________, the
greater the rotation. The degree of rotation can be detected by viewing the polarized light
passing through the sugar solution through a second _______________ filter.
Word choices:
cancelled

concentration

polarized

polarizing

handed

solution

molecules
rotated

Conclusions: Summarize what you have learned about polarized light:

APPLY
Application – The Chemistry of Daily Life: Show the real-world application of
concepts explored in this experiment through a photo or drawing. Then explain this
application in your own words.

INQUIRE
Your Turn — Inquiry Challenge: Use what you learned from the first round of this
experiment to create and perform a related activity of your own design. For example,
stretch some plastic wrap between two polarized lenses held at 90°. What if both
polarized lenses were placed after the light has passed through the sugar solution?
Title: _______________________________________________________________
Purpose: ____________________________________________________________
Hypothesis: __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Materials List: List all supplies, equipment, and supplies you will need.
_____________________________________________________________________
Procedure: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for your inquiry lab investigation.

Picture/Labeled Diagram: Insert pictures of yourself conducting the experiment into
this lab report	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Conclusion: Summarize what you learned from your inquiry about the nature of
polarized light.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

